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Introduction: The design of the Hong Kong Pavilion for the 2010 Shanghai Expo, Hong Kong – The

Infinite City, explains and explores the infinite possibilities and potentials that our city enjoys. Hong Kong

is a place where we share our dreams, overcome the crises and demonstrate our commitments to our

families and our country. And most important of all, this is an ever-revitalising wonderland which promises

us a brighter future.

In the Taoist book Zhuangzi says: “The sea can hold the water from thousands of rivers, it's big because

of its capacity. A person is great when he can be tolerant and is willing to accept all.” The same principle

holds true in a city for its prosperity and growth is never confined to its physical dimension, but depends

on its power to absorb, digest and refine the crème de la crème of others and eventually making it its own

advantage and uniqueness. It is this infinite capacity that allows Hong Kong continue to grow and flourish.

A concept of “in-betweenness” has been incorporated into the programme of the Pavilion, aiming to

demonstrate the unique quality of Hong Kong, which allows her to develop and expand beyond its spatial

and physical limitations.
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The concept of “in-betweenness”: Inspired by the distinguished porosity nature of a sponge, the design

integrates the concept of “in-betweenness” – an infinite state that illustrates the unlimited possibilities and

potentials of Hong Kong. Sponge is used as a metaphor, its tightly woven mass of spicules hang together

very well and is enormously tough, this living tissue represents the united and never give-up spirit of Hong

Kong. The immense penetration capacity between the internal canals and cavities signifies the freedom,

dynamism and openness of this cosmopolitan city.

The Pavilion takes the form of a cube structure in double layers with the outer layer converted into as a

series of bamboo section modules. Special lightings are deployed to give the golden cube a glowing

effect, at night it is transformed into a lantern reminiscent of an exquisite jewel box. The reflective pool

and mirror covered around the lift core give a sense of lightness to the building.

Sustainable Design: The external façade of the Pavilion is built by square modules made up of bamboo

sections. This environmental friendly material, when being cut it into sections, allows sunlight and breeze

to penetrate into the building. In addition to the advantage of energy saving, the bamboo modules can

also be easily disassembled and recycled for other use. Combined with the water feature and modern

courtyard that open up the ground level for communal use and natural cooling, the Pavilion presents a

simple yet cost-effective green building concept.

The exhibition areas: While the Pavilion’s outlook appears to be relatively restrained and calm, the

interior surprises visitors with a stunning impact through various interactive and vibrant design

approaches. Following the same building tissue that echoes with the external bamboo façade, each of the

five zones: Culture Tree, Technology Plantation, Infrastructure Tunnel, Financial Pod and City Oasis,

carries its own uniqueness, the fluidity and dynamic tension of space enrich the sensational experience.
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